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I. BACKGROUND  
Globally, the concept of the Blue Economy has been emerging and projected as the 

Sustainable Economic Growth model by the Coastal Nations who have opened the ecosystems 

of the Ocean and Coast which explores Fisheries, Aquaculture, Tourism, Shipping, 

Biotechnologies, Maritime Security, Mining, Oil and Gas, Renewable Energy in an 

economically sustainable way. The aim of the Blue Economy/Blue Growth strategy using 

ocean and coastal ecosystem services are shared as Sustainable Economic Development Spaces 

through ecosystem integrity. Most of the Least Coastal Developing Countries (LCDC) and 

many Small Island Developing States (SIDS) had been adapting and shifting towards the Blue 

Economy/Blue Growth strategies to fulfil food security and attain decent livelihoods.  

In 2008, the World Bank and UN’s FAO jointly published report ‘The Sunken Billions: The 

Economic Justification for Fisheries Reform’. According to the report “By improving 

governance of marine fisheries, society could capture a substantial part of this $50 billion 

annual economic loss. Through comprehensive reform, the fisheries sector could become a 

basis for economic growth and the creation of alternative livelihoods in many countries. At the 

same time, a nation’s natural capital in the form of fish stocks could be greatly increased and 

the negative impacts of the fisheries on the marine environment reduced”. 

Following this report, the book, “The Blue Economy: 10 years – 100 innovations – 100 million 

jobs” by Gunter Pauli in November 2009, expressed that a Blue Economy Business model will 

shift society from scarcity to abundance "with what is locally available", by tackling issues that 

cause environmental and related problems in new ways.  

Then, most of the Global and Regional Platforms such as First Blue Economy Summit (2014, 

Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates), First “Our Ocean” Conference (2014), UN Conference on 

SIDS (2014, Apia, Samoa) promoted Blue Economy/Blue Growth Model, through collateral 

agreements for technology transfer, knowledge transfer, funding support, providing Maritime 

Security for Indian Ocean, Pacific Ocean and other high seas.   

Inspired by these developments, the World Bank and the FAO came up with the report in 2017, 

“The Sunken Billions Revisited: Progress and Challenges in Global Marine Fisheries” which 

advocated for Bio-Economic Model, an integrated Economic-Ecological tool used to analyse 

the welfare effects of changes in environmental quality.  

Further, the World Bank came up with report titled ‘The Potential of the Blue Economy: 

Increasing Long-term Benefits of the Sustainable Use of Marine Resources for Small Island 

Developing States and Coastal Least Developed Countries’. This report focused on two major 



challenges, one is to govern the ocean sustainability which aims for sustainable fisheries to 

ecosystem health and then substantial ocean governance which requires collaboration across 

nation-states and across the public-private sectors partnership.  

To conclude, the Blue Economy Growth Model is nothing but transforming the Blue (Natural) 

Capital into various economic sectors i.e. Oceans and Seas as Sustainable Shared Economic 

Development Spaces for inclusive growth. 

 

SUMMARY OF DOMINANT DISCOURSE 

Globally adopted Blue Economy reiterates the Exploration of potential Ocean and 

Marine Resources through scientific assessment, Exploitation of the above resources through 

sustainable means, and Expansion of existing coastal and marine economic activities to 

facilitate their economic growth as well as sustainable use of resources through a legal, liberal 

global trade and economic agreements including environmental monitoring, among the 

countries with the financial support of International Financial Institutions and other private 

multinational investors.  

 

OUR PERSPECTIVES 

However, when the above concepts are viewed from the perspectives of traditional 

marine fishing communities, especially through gender and ecological perspectives, we assume 

that the following implications will be the outcome of Blue Economic Model as this model 

seems to be the extension of the Neoliberal paradigm in South and South East Asian Countries. 

❖ Ecological externalities such as loss of biodiversity as an inevitable consequence 

of exploitation of coastal and marine resources.  

❖ Exclusion of Marine and Coastal Communities from their habitats, governance and 

user rights on marine and coastal commons, and resulting in loss of livelihoods by 

allowing oceans and coasts as open access systems. 

❖ Enforcement of Maritime Securitas a deliberate strategy of blue economy towards 

miltarisation of coast and increasing global governance 

 



OUR INITIATIVE 

In the above context, SNEHA1 undertook a study to explore the Social, Economic, 

Ecological and Political Implications of ‘Blue Economy’ on SSF and Fisherwomen in South 

and South East Asia with the following objectives: 

➢ To enable the process of evolving an alternate people centric policies, institutions and 

jurisprudence at the macro level for the cause of coastal communities with a special 

focus on small-scale fisher folk and women, by generating knowledge from a coastal, 

ecological and gender perspectives 

➢ To promote a platform for the voice of the Global South, which seeks to challenge the 

dominant discourse of Blue Economic Growth model and advocate for an International 

Legal Instrument which will ensure right to coastal and marine governance and user 

rights to ocean and coastal commons 

SNEHA decided to undertake this study covering countries in South and South East Asia. 

 

RATIONALE FOR THE AREA OF STUDY 

➔ On the west coast, India shares its maritime boundaries with Pakistan, while on the east 

coast; the boundaries are shared with, Bangladesh, Thailand and Indonesia.  

➔ In some cases, it is not only the shared maritime boundaries but also shared ecosystems, 

such as the Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay between India and; Sunderbans between 

Bangladesh and India; and the Myeik (Mergui) Archipelago in the Andaman Sea.  

➔ Both the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal harbour migratory as well as straddling 

fish stocks, such as tuna and tuna-like species, sharks and Spanish mackerels. Blue 

Economy policies have been adopted by these countries to different extents, and coastal 

communities from here have much to learn from one another, and strengthen global 

solidarity. 

 

PROCESS OF THE STUDY 
 Filed Visits to Study Sites in, Bangladesh, Thailand, India and Indonesia 

 Focus Group Discussion with representatives of Coastal and Marine Communities (SSF 

and Women Fish workers), Trade Unions, Federations, Associations  

 
1Social Need Education and Human Awareness (SNEHA) is a grassroot organisation based in Nagapattinam in Tamil Nadu, working with 

coastal communities especially women and children since 1984 through Policy Advocacy, Research, Networking and Campaign and 
devlopment interventions to protect the rights of the coastal communities and coastal ecology in alliance with   Coast Actional Network (CAN) 

and National Fishworkers Forum (NFF) 



 Interviews with Traders, Dealers of Value and Supply Chain of Fisheries 

 Interfacing with National and Local Coastal Government Authorities  

 Discourse with Experts, Academicians, and Scholars 

 Interaction with leaders of Political parties and CSOs   

 Desk Review: Policies, Legislations and other Institutional frameworks (Country 

Specific) 

 Inception, Perspective Building and Validation Workshops at the International Level  

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The study has attempted to document and summarise the implications of Blue Growth 

Model from the perspectives of the coastal communities, victims of the blue economy projects, 

research team and collaborating partners of the study. In a nutshell, the study attempted to 

review the ongoing projects under BE as an extension of neoliberal regime. As the study is 

qualitative in nature, the research team put forth the assumptions based on the desk review and 

available study reports. The validity of the assumptions was carried out through Field 

Observations, Case Studies, Testimonies of the people through Focus Group Discussions and 

Interaction with various stakeholders of the study.  

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The findings of the qualitative study need to be studied in-depth using other quantitative 

tools. The study did not focus on all the components of BE. But a common observation is that 

the oil extraction, conservation, and marine/aquaculture projects are conflicting each other and 

ecosystems and well-being of ocean are severely damaged. This needs to be proved which 

needs further research.  

CHAPERTERISATION 
The study is discussed in 5 chapters. Chapter one elaborates on the background 

Concepts, Assumptions, Process, Scope and Limitations of the study. Chapter two provides an 

introduction to the Indonesian context on the broader political economy as well on fisheries. 

The third chapter explores Indonesia’s adoption of BE with the existing literature, study 

reports, analysis of the policies, legislations, budget plans related to the BE components of the 

countries chosen for the study. The fourth chapter describes on data collection through field 

visits and FGDs. The fifth chapter analyses the data and summarise the findings. The final 

chapter enlist the conclusion and recommendations.  

  



II.THAILAND – AN OVERVIEW 
Thailand is a country of 68 million people 

with a history dating back to more than a 

millennium. From the 16th century 

onwards, despite commercial ties with 

European countries, Thailand remains 

among the few countries not to be 

colonised by a western power. Although it 

is a parliamentary monarchy, the coup of 

2014 has made Thailand a de-facto military 

rule with a nominal monarchy, with the 

ruling group known as the National 

Council for Peace and Order (NCPO)1, 2.  

 

STATUS OF THE COASTS IN THAILAND 
Fisheries have been a traditional form of livelihood for ages due to the rich biodiversity 

along the 3151 kms long coastline. The coastal provinces sustain 23% of the country’s 

population and contribute to 30% of the GDP.  In 2008, the number of people engaged in 

fisheries was estimated at about 2 million, of which 40 percent are fishermen and fish farmers, 

which includes both capture and culture fisheries, inland as well as marine fisheries. 60 percent 

are employed in other allied activities of fisheries sector (FAO, 2008)3. It has an Exclusive 

Economic Zone (EEZ) of 316,000 sq.kms. Thailand does not have separate Marine census, but 

according to a 2010 survey, Small-Scale Fishers are estimated as 480,000 people in Thailand, 

from around 3,500 villages4. However, Thailand’s own Fisheries Department only lists 32,190 

as Small-Scale Fishers (SSF) consisting of 21,460 boats, while the mechanised commercial 

fisheries sector consists of 11,069 vessels, and 1,55,757 fish workers of which 90,822 are 

foreign labourers (DoF,2019)5. Thus, there is widespread variance in fisheries data.  

The coast of Thailand is bound by the Gulf of Thailand in the east and the Andaman Sea on 

the west. The Gulf of Thailand is a shallow sea with a maximum depth of just 83 m and is 

bound by Malaysia, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam covering a surface of about 3,20,000 

sq.kms. Thailand has a coastline of 1,784 km facing the Gulf of Thailand characterized by long 

and wide mainland beaches with lagoons and bays. The waters along this coast are on the whole 

shallow to a good distance from the shore which are rich in nutrient salts brought in by many 



rivers such as the Chao Phraya delta.  The bottom in shallow waters is either muddy or sandy, 

suitable for fishing by gill net, push net, and similar gear operated by small boats (Lange, 

2018)6.   

Thailand’s west coast faces the Andaman Sea which covers 798,000 km2, and is much deeper 

with a maximum depth of over 4198 m. Thailand’s west coast is 1093 km long and dominated 

by cliffs, pocket beaches, and extensive tidal flats. About 545 islands lie offshore along this 

coast (Lange, 2018). Before the period of Fisheries Modernisation, marine fishing in Thailand 

was carried out mainly in shallow coastal waters, with traditional gears such as bamboo stake 

trap, set bag net, castnet and hooks7.  

 

MODERNISATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
The Mechanisation of Marine Capture Fisheries was initiated with the expertise of 

Japanese pair-trawling. The first delegation of FAO to Thailand for marine fisheries was in 

1948 when one Dr.J.Reuter made surveys and recommended mechanisation of crafts and usage 

of trawl nets (FAO, 1949)8. To develop both fish and shrimp trawl fisheries in the Gulf of 

Thailand, German trawlers were imported after modification from Philippines in 1959. In 1961, 

the introduction of joint German–Thai Government’s initiative of small, inshore trawling in 

Thailand was highly successful. With this, the number of trawlers operating in Thailand 

increased from 99 in 1960 to 2700 in 1966 (Butcher, 2004)9. There were no specific policies 

nor legal tools to monitor and regulate such a huge expansion. Over 40% of the catch by the 

trawlers remained as wastage and sold as feed for livestock industry, which had a great impact 

in depleting the juvenile stocks and disrupting the food chain and biodiversity. The resulting 

depletion of fishery resources caused by inshore trawling led to violent conflicts with small-

scale fishers in a number of areas (Morgan et al, 2006)10. Thai commercial fishing fleets have 

running conflicts not only with small scale fishers in Thai waters, but with neighbouring 

countries waters too. The mechanisation of fishing fleets (commercial trawlers) has historically 

positioned the Small Scale Fishers (SSF) as the victims of market economy, as their fish catch 

dropped, their fishing was increasingly unviable and couldn’t participate gainfully in the supply 

and value chain. 

Traditionally, culture fisheries have been practiced by fish farmers in Thailand with 

traditional methods in vogue for centuries, mostly combined with paddy or other crops. In 

1971, FAO initiated introductory works on intensive shrimp culture at the request of the Thai 

government (FAO, 1973)11. Building on it, the Thai government introduced semi-intensive 

shrimp farms with technical support of Japan in the late 70’s. Intensive coastal aquaculture 



began to boom from the 1980s onwards when intensive marine shrimp culture developed 

rapidly with Asian Development Bank supported programmes along with technical support 

from Taiwan (Szuster, 2003)12. A bulk of these efforts were in the Chao Phraya delta areas and 

on the Gulf of Thailand coasts. FAO also implemented several aquaculture development 

programmes targeting shrimp as well as finfish and shellfish from 1979 onwards focussing on 

Andaman Sea coast including in Satun and Trang provinces13. These developments exemplify 

the shift from subsistence economy to market economy (traditional aquaculture practices to 

industrial aquaculture) much before the onset of Blue Economy.   

In the 1980s, Thailand witnessed a shift towards coastal industrialisation such as 

automobiles, chemical factories enabled by export-led trade liberalisation policies (ADB, 

2015)14. A number of Japanese and Korean firms to set up manufacturing industries here. 

Liberalisation of FDI rules, labour laws, availability of comparatively cheap labour, tax 

incentives and infrastructure support, streamlined clearances through Board of Investment 

were all carried out. Between 1985-1990, most of the investments were into projects where 

80% of the production was exported (Hussey, 1993)15. Several Port-led-development plans 

such as the Eastern Seaboard programme in the 1980’s led to construction of the mega port 

at Laem Chabang and several industrial clusters around the eastern coast. Due to the export-

focus of this industrialisation, a bulk of the industries came up on the coasts near Bangkok and 

Laem Chabang.  

This shows that even before the claim of Blue Economy, commercialisation of capture 

and culture fisheries as well as coastal industrialisation for economic growth was a dominant 

paradigm in Thailand. Thus, the onset of Blue Economy in Thailand needs to be seen as an 

intensification of neoliberal economy as a new paradigm where there is further 

commercialisation and financialisation of the coastal and ocean resources. 

ADOPTION OF BLUE ECONOMY IN THAILAND 
Thailand is an observer to the PEMSEA (Partnerships in Environmental Management 

for the Seas of East Asia). PEMSEA has 11 member countries including all of Thailand’s 

eastern neighbours like Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia and other countries in the region 

like China, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Philippines, Brunei, East Timor. PEMSEA 

officially adopted the Blue Economy during its Changwon Declaration in 201216, officially 

titled ‘Towards an ocean based Blue Economy: Moving Ahead with the Sustainable 

Development Strategy for the seas of East Asia’. Thus, the east Asian region adopted Blue 

Economy even before the UN Abu Dhabi declaration (2014).  



The official adoption of BE by  Thailand came at the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation 

(APEC) Ocean related Ministerial Conference, leading to the Xiamen Declaration17 in 

August, 2014 which stated: “We, the APEC Ocean-Related Ministers, call for the 

establishment of more integrated, sustainable, inclusive and mutually beneficial partnership 

through ocean cooperation among APEC members, that implement previous commitments, and 

focuses efforts on collaborated and concerted actions in the following four priority areas:  (1) 

Coastal and marine ecosystem conservation and disaster resilience;  (2) The role of the ocean 

on food security and food-related trade;  (3) Marine science, technology and innovation; and 

(4) Blue Economy 2.”  

During the IORA Ministerial Conference (2015), Thailand being a member of the 

Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) ratified the IORA Mauritius Declaration on Blue 

Economy which explicitly promotes Fishing and Aquaculture, Renewable Ocean Energy, 

Seaport and Shipping, Offshore Hydrocarbons and Seabed Mining in the Indian Ocean 

region18. The declaration made a direct call for member countries to eliminate Illegal, 

Unreported and Unregulated Fishing.  

Moreover, Thailand has been a World Trade Organisation member since 1 January 

1995 and a member of GATT since 20 November 1982. Being a major seafood exporter, 

Thailand has plenty at stake due to the ongoing Fisheries Negotiations at the WTO. However, 

despite no official agreements being arrived at, individual states like EU have been using 

selective trade bans to force countries to bring about change in their fisheries management 

systems. Thailand was issued a “Yellow Card” by the EU in 2015, imposing severe restrictions 

on fish trade with Thailand. Since then, EU has made multiple inspection visits to Thailand 

fisheries to monitor progress on implementation of its Anti-IUU action plans3. Thus we are 

clearly seeing that even though the WTO Fisheries agreement has not been ratified officially, 

members like EU are using unilateral trade bans to enforce their control through the backdoor.  

 
2 APEC defines BE as “for the purposes of APEC, the APEC Ocean and Fisheries Working Group views Blue 
Economy as an approach to advance sustainable management and conservation of ocean and coastal 
resources and ecosystems and sustainable development, in order to foster economic growth” from their 
declaration document available at http://mddb.apec.org/Documents/2014/MM/AOMM/14_aomm_jms.pdf  
3 http://www.fratinivergano.eu/en/issue-number-6th-march-2018/  

http://mddb.apec.org/Documents/2014/MM/AOMM/14_aomm_jms.pdf
http://www.fratinivergano.eu/en/issue-number-6th-march-2018/


 

Thailand is an active member of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) 

which has a history of maritime agreements with China such as Joint Declaration for ASEAN-

China strategic partnership19 , Agreement on Maritime Transport20, the establishment of the 

China-ASEAN Maritime Cooperation Fund in 201121,  as well as bilateral MoU between 

Thailand and China on Marine Cooperation in 2011. The Plan of Action to Implement the Joint 

Declaration on ASEAN-China Strategic Partnership in 2016 details the commitment to 

cooperate with China’s Maritime Silk Route (Belt and Road Initiative) plan22, while UN 

bodies affirm that the Belt and Road Initiative is well aligned with the 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development23 and the Blue Economy. 

While, Thailand has bilateral maritime security agreements with India24, renewed 

multilateral partnerships in the expanded region are expected with the Regional Comprehensive 

Economic Partnership (RCEP) Agreement negotiations of ASEAN with India, China, Korea, 

Japan, Australia and New Zealand expected to be ratified in the near future, which focusses on 

1960 • Mechanisation of Marine Capture Fisheries

1980 • Intensive Shrimp Culture

1986 • Export Led Growth Policy

2012
• PEMSEA Blue Economy - Changwon Declaration

• Thailand is an observor

2014 • Abu Dhabi Declaration adopting Blue Economy

2014
• Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation - Xiamen Declaration

• Formal Adoption of BE

2015
• Indian Ocean Rim Association - Mauritius Declaration

• Thai cooperation  to BE activities in Indian Ocean

2015 • Marine Fisheries Management Plan

2017 • 12th  Five Year Plan, Thailand 4.0



maritime cooperation through a variety of measures, including enhanced collaboration under 

Blue Economy25.   

This goes to show the implications of multilateral trade and defence agreements on 

Thailand’s policy and governance. These geopolitics becomes important for us to analyse 

Thailand’s adoption of BE. The Blue Economy thus has only become the latest language of 

renewed geopolitics and power struggle among world powers to legally exploit coastal and 

marine resources.  

B.E POLICIES AND SCHEMES IN THAILAND 
Following its adoption of BE, a number of new policies and schemes have been made. 

However, as elaborated previously, Thailand’s Blue Economy also a continuation of its path 

of neoliberal economic growth on the coasts.  

The NCPO government calls for the next stage of Thailand’s development called 

“Thailand 4.0” – with a focus on emerging trends in automation, smart cities, high value 

services, logistics and the digital economy. The 12th National Economic and Social 

Development Plan (2017-2021) reflects this commitment to Thailand 4.0. The same plans are 

reiterated in the 20 Year National Strategy for Growth (2018-37), which promises to make 

Thailand a developed and high-income country by 2037.  

 



The Blue Economy in Thailand has all the components such as  

COMPONENT GOVERNMENT PROGRAMMES 

Fisheries 

Marine Fisheries Management and Anti-IUU Plan. 

Mariculture and Intensive Aquaculture 2.0 (Closed 

System). 

Maritime Trade and Transport 

Eastern Economic Corridor. 

Thai Land Bridge Project. 

Kra Canal (Thai Canal) 

Coastal Tourism 

UNESCO GeoPark.  

Thai Riviera Project,  

Energy 

Songkhla Energy Hub Project. 

Thermal complex – Krabi26,  

Sea Mining Near coastal mining in northern Andaman Sea 

Blue Carbon initiatives 

Mangrove plantations, Seagrass cultivation,  

Partnerships in Environmental Management for the Seas 

of East Asia (PEMSEA). 

China-ASEAN Maritime Cooperation Treaty. 

Seawalls, bio walls, Artificial reef programmes. 

Marine Bioprospecting 
Department of Biodiversity based Economic 

Development. 

 

To facilitate these activities, the government has introduced new legislations, amendments 

in existing laws as well as policies. In this section, we shall discuss four of the programmes 

under Thailand 4.0 as follows, as well as the mega infrastructure programme called Grand Thai 

Canal:  

 Eastern Economic Corridor Programme 

 National Policy for Marine Fisheries Management  

 The Second National Tourism Development Plan (2017 - 2021) 

 Coastal and Marine Resource Management Masterplan 2017-2036 

 

 



SL.NO POLICY SALIENT FEATURES OF POLICY  LEGAL POWERS TO POLICY  

 National Policy for Marine 

Fisheries Management, 

2015 (includes the 

National Plan of Action to 

prevent IUU Fishing) 

• Reducing Fishing Capacity and 

effort, to prevent overfishing. 

Minimising IUU fishing of marine 

resources through effective 

compliance and enforcement.  

• Resolving conflicts between 

Artisanal Fishing Boats and 

Commercial Fishing Vessels  

• Improving Fisheries Data and 

strengthening Fisheries 

Management capacity27. 

 

 Thai Fishing Vessels are classified 

into two broad categories – 

Artisanal and Commercial. 

Artisanal is subdivided into Small 

Artisanal (0-5 GT) and Large 

Artisanal (5-10 GT). Commercial 

are subdivided into Small (10-20 

GT), Medium (20-60 GT) and 

Large (60+ GT).  

 Coastal Fishery Zone for Artisanal 

Fishers (below 10 GT) is notified 

as  

3 Nm on Andaman Sea coasts 

6 Nm on Gulf of Thailand 

coasts. 

 Place a CAP on the number of 

Fishing Boats, and remove 

Unregistered Commercial Fishing 

Boats. 

 Granting and Renewal of Annual 

Fishing Licences to Commercial 

Boats above 30 GT entirely based 

on Mean Sustainable Yield and 

Total Allowable Catch 

calculations.  

 Individual Transferable Quotas 

(ITQ) are mentioned about as a 

future option. 

National Fisheries Act, 2015 



 Vessel Monitoring Systems are 

mandated for all boats with Gross 

Weight over 30 tonnes. 

 Establish a Command Centre for 

Combating Illegal Fishing 

(CCCIF) to coordinate the efforts 

of all state agencies against IUU 

fishing, and is led by the Royal 

Thai Navy. 

 Financial Assistance and 

Subsidies to be cut for IUU 

Fishing Boats (Anti-IUU Plan). 

 Ban on Low Mesh Size Nets, 

Seasonal Fishing Bans, 

recommends co-management 

committees for fisheries, and 

commits to promoting artificial 

reefs to rejuvenate fish stocks. 

 Places emphasis on ‘Traceability’ 

- Collection of catch, Location and 

Labour data from each fishing 

vessel, linked with the licence and 

registration process. 

 Eastern Economic 

Corridor Development 

Plan (2017) 

To revitalise and enhancing of the well-

known Eastern Seaboard Development 

Program that had supported Thailand 

as a powerhouse for industrial 

production in Thailand for the next 30 

years to achieve 12% growth and create 

jobs. 

 Single Window Clearance, 

Dilutions of Labour and 

Environmental Regulations, 

bypassing of more than 7 

existing legislations, increased 

FDI allowance, discontinuing 

the EIA process for projects 

designated as EEC, takeover of 

land and resource governance 

powers of local authorities to 

the central government for 

EEC.  

▪ Eastern Special 

Development Zone Act, 

2018 known as the EEC 

Act 

▪ Section-44 of the NCPO 

Act 



 The Government also issues several 

orders for EEC areas under NCPO 

Act, by which areas designated 

under EEC become exempt from 

local rules and monitoring from 

authorities, and is completely under 

Central authorities. 

  The Second National 

Tourism Development 

Plan (2017 - 2021) 

 Development of Tourism 

Segments such as Cruise 

Tourism and Yacht Tourism 

including Deepwater Port for 

Cruise Tourism, such as in 

Chonburi, Koh Samui and 

Phuket28. 

 Development of High-end 

exclusive beaches with premium 

products and services are also 

encouraged in Ranong, Satun, 

Trang, and Nakorn Sri 

Thammarat. 

 Thai Rivera Project to develop 

528 kms of coastline in  the 

southern coastal Thailand which 

includes 

25 National Parks and Water 

Parks,  

37 Beaches, 10 Bays, and 25 

Islands, 

70 Royal Projects and Royal 

Initiative, 

6 Community-Based Tourism 

projects. 

 

 Coastal and Marine 

Resource Management 

Masterplan 2017-2036 

 To improve National Planning 

on Conservation Measures, and 

improve involvement of Local 

Community in Conservation 

Activities,  

 Mitigation measures to prevent 

erosion and coastal pollution. 

 Commits to ensure 10% of its 

coastal areas are converted to 

Marine Protected Areas29, 

increasing from current 5.6%.  

The Coastal and Marine 

Resources Management Act, 

2015 



 Formation of a National 

Coastal and Marine Resources 

Committee headed by the PM 

consisting of several 

departmental heads and also 11 

representatives of coastal 

communities. 

 In addition, the Committees 

established under the Coastal 

and Marine Resources 

Management Act, 2015 are 

empowered to take final calls 

on approvals and also on 

monitoring of projects 

including compliance with 

environmental laws with 

participation of coastal 

community members. 

 Provincial Coastal and Marine 

Resources Committees headed 

by the provincial Governor 

consisting of several provincial 

departments and also 8 

representatives of coastal 

communities in all 23 coastal 

provinces. 

 

As seen from the table, Eastern Special Development Zone Act, 2018 known as the EEC 

Act is a legislation brought about by the NCPO government in February 2018 in order to 

provide legal backing for this plan in order to hasten up developmental projects in the already 

industrialised eastern coastal provinces of Chachoengsao, Chonburi, and Rayong. However, it 

is nothing but an updated version of the SEZ Act that previous Thai governments came up with 

in 2006. These provinces saw huge industrialisation in electronics, automobile and 

manufacturing. The first energy hub (Oil refinery, petrochemicals, Oil and Gas based Thermal 

plants), and the first transport hub (Laem Chabang deepsea port, Expressways, Railway) were 

all in this region. The customary rights enjoyed by communities is trampled upon, as powers 

are centralised, and environmental concerns are totally ignored. EEC is a land and coast grab 

on behalf of foreign investors which is a severe assault on basic rights of the people (Somnuck, 

2018)30.  



National Policy for Marine Fisheries Management and National Plan of Action to 

prevent IUU Fishing were developed in 2015. Apart from the adoption of Blue Economy at 

the Xiamen Declaration and the Changwon declaration, this was also a response to Thailand’s 

commitment to prevent IUU fishing at the Mauritius Declaration. Institutionalising this policy, 

the National Fisheries Act, 2015 replaced the Fisheries Act,1947, is being touted by the 

government and international agencies as progressive and as a game changer towards 

sustainability31.  

Altogether, the New Fisheries Management Plan as well as the new legislation is excluding 

the customary rights of SSF by denying legal recognition through registration of their fishing 

boats. It wholeheartedly accepts the claim of ‘overfishing’ by the UN bodies, and displaces 

SSF in lieu of the excess fishing activity of commercial fishing vessels, while furthering the 

loss of resource access to fishers which is legitimised by issuing licences to commercial fishing 

vessels. It also maintains the export focus of fisheries development and has little to say on the 

food security aspects to small-scale fishers and is silent on the role of women in the fisheries’ 

value and supply chains. At a time when 72% of the SSF in Thailand are not being registered, 

the emphasis on ‘traceability’ also further marginalises their participation in fisheries.  

The Coastal and Marine Resources Management Act, 2015 was proclaimed by the 

government as a commitment to participative governance and multistakeholderism. However, 

the government has not allowed civil society participation in the committees. Also, the 

provincial committees have limited powers in declining coastal infrastructure projects. But 

worse is that subsequent legislations like the EEC Act have essentially legalised bypassing of 

all these committees and several other regulations required. The Coastal and Marine 

Resource Management Masterplan 2017-2036 follows Thailand’s commitments towards the 

Sustainable Development Goals. 

GRAND THAI CANAL 
The Kra Canal or Thai Canal which seeks to carve open southern Thailand from Krabi 

province on Andaman Sea coast to Songkhla on the Gulf of Thailand coast, to make way for 

ships to move seamlessly from the west coast to east coast. The official justification is that it 

cuts short travel time from China and Pacific to India and Indian Ocean bypassing Malacca 

Straits and Sunda Straits.  



This project was earlier rejected by the Thai government but recently, the government 

revived it by commissioning a feasibility study of the canal for specific routes32.  From the 

below picture, Route 5A was finalised as the route for the Thai Landbridge to connect the east 

and western coasts.Related to this is the mega-infra programme under Thailand 4.0 called the 

Thai Land Bridge project, which seeks to build 8 lane-expressways and container railway 

connectivity from Pak Bara on the west coast to Songkhla on the east coast. It consists of 

several projects such as Pak Bara Deep Sea Port Project, Songkhla 2 Deep Sea Port Project 

(Suan Suan Kong), Pak Bara-Suan Double Railroad Project, Transportation system (Road / 

pipeline / transport depot Oil), Industrial Corridor (Songkhla - Satun), Dam (Khlong Chang, 

Na Thawi), Power plants. 

The proposed Pak Bara deepsea transhipment port is nothing but a part of this. On the other 

side of the Land Bridge project on east coast, Songkhla energy hub is proposed. This will see 

expansion to the existing Songkhla port, and investment in petroleum, natural gas, 

petrochemicals and also renewable sources of energy in the region. This project is estimated to 

be around 4000 million baht of investment.  This coastal infrastructure push however is still 

shown as sustainable as the government’s Port Authority of Thailand (PAT) commits to build 

‘Green Ports’33:  

Both the EEC project as well as the Thai Land bridge project are part of a large push towards 

faster transportation of goods as part of China’s One Belt One Road initiative (Kobsak 

Pootrakool, 2018)34.  China’s shadow looms large over several aspects of Thailand’s other Blue 

Economy initiatives too. The Pak Bara deepsea port on the Andaman sea was halted by public 



protests more than 10 years back, but since the establishment of the NCPO government, these 

plans have been revived with Chinese investment35. Several of the Blue Carbon measures and 

the biodiversity conservation measures have been operated through the ASEAN-China 

Maritime Cooperation Fund.  

In summation, these major schemes and policies revealed Thailand’s perspective on 

promoting Ocean and Coastal commons as Natural Capital for financialisation and 

commercialisation for its Blue Economy.  

 

III. FIELD OBSERVATIONS  
With the above analysis, the Research 

Team validated the assumptions with 

empirical evidence with a study visit to 

Thailand, in December 2018. The visit was 

supported by Sustainable Development 

Foundation, a civil society organisation in 

Thailand. The research team collected 

empirical data by field visits, interactions 

with officials and civil society forums, FGDs 

with communities and unions: 

1. FGD with the members of FisherFolk Federation (FFF), the national level association 

of small-scale (artisanal) fishers in Thailand.  

2. Interfacing with the Port Authorities, Shipping and Petrochemical Company 

Representations, Academicians and Civil Society Members at Laem Chabang in 

Chonburi province. Followed by deliberations with Fishers Representatives, Civil 

Society Groups.   

3. FGDs with Small-Scale Fisher groups and members of Save Pak Bara Network in Satun 

Geo Park and interactions with National Park officials and Pak Nam subdistrict elected 

officials. 

4. Interaction with Dr. Niramon Sutummakid, an academic.  

5. FGD with Songkhla brackishwater lake fisheries dependent communities on the status 

of the lake, from Pak Phayun area in Phatthalung province.  

6. We interfaced with government officials from the Department of Marine and Coastal 

Resources, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment, and a separate meeting 



with officials from the Department of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture and 

Cooperation.    

Broadly, our discussions were focussed on two themes – marine capture fisheries and 

implications of large industrial and infrastructure projects under Blue Economy on coastal 

communities, especially SSF and women. 

FISHERIES  
The Satun FFF representatives said that out of the nearly 1,00,000 artisanal boats in the 

country, only 27,000 have been registered, and that registrations have been stopped for the past 

3-4 years ever since the new fisheries management plans were in place. We were also informed 

that fishers in Thailand have no welfare 

programmes. While in Satun, we observed 

that the traditional fishers have other 

additional income activities as well. Many of 

them have their own backyard farms even in 

the coastal tracts and many women grow 

various horticulture and other small crops 

too. But we also learnt that around the rest of 

Thailand, many coastal communities lack 

land rights36.  

We witnessed huge diversity in gear and craft used by SSF, especially in Satun and 

Songkhla. In Satun, SSF crafts consisted of mostly wooden boats and Fibre Reinforced Plastic 

(FRP) Boats – with Out Board engines from 8-20hp as well In Board engines from 110-130 

hp. In keeping with the vast diversity of the marine ecosystem, a vast number of season specific, 

size specific and species-specific gears were used from crab and shrimp nets to mackerel nets 

and also hook and line fishing. In Satun, we also learnt of some of the rules the community 

adheres to such as not fishing near ecologically sensitive Taru Tao and Koh Lipe islands, 

restrictions on gears, and some restrictions of catching oil sardines. Overall, the Pak Bara 

community was adhering to eco-friendly fishing practices.   

In Satun, we noted that women play a massive role in all onshore activities right from 

net-mending to post-catch processing and sales, and it is the small-scale fish catch that is 

available in the vibrant local food markets in Satun. The link between local markets, food 

security, women livelihoods and small-scale fisheries is still thriving because they are also the 

service providers for the tourism economy. 

Figure 1 Discussion with Fisher Folk Federation of Thailand 



While raising these concerns with the Fisheries 

Department officials, they confirmed that the 

main aim of the fisheries management plan is to 

reduce the number of boats – whether artisanal 

or commercial. He later added that registration 

of artisanal boats will happen in the future, and 

that fishers did not have sufficient documents, 

and the remoteness of coastal villages have been barriers so far. On being asked about 

Individual Transferable Quotas, he replied that the fisheries statistics and data collection in 

Thailand is not yet ready to implement ITQ system. This validated the apprehensions of the 

SSF that the change in fisheries laws will indeed lead to marginalisation of fishers.      

 

PORTS AND INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS 

Laem Chabang and Eastern Economic Corridor 
We had an interface meeting with the port authorities, shipping and petrochemical company 

representations, academicians, fisher community representatives (who are opposing the port 

expansion phase 3 and 4) and civil society members at Laem Chabang in Chonburi province. 

The port phase 1 and 2 are owned by the government’s Port Authority of Thailand, operated 

by international port handlers namely PSA (Singapore), Evergreen (Taiwan), DB World (UAE) 

for a lease of 30 years. Majority share of the port project rests with the government.   

 

In addition to this, there are 5 other private captive ports along the same industrial zone. 

According to the Port Authority, Thailand was looking for a mega port in addition to the 

Bangkok port and chose Laem Chabang, which was opened in 1981, and phase 2 converted it 



into a deepsea port.  The land acquisition for the port of around 1400 hectares led to 

displacement of the coastal communities. Many of the displaced were given delayed and 

inadequate compensation. They could not avail alternative sites for themselves and many of 

them had to stay at the land leased by the local Buddha temple. The Laem Chabang Port also 

has a total land and sea area of 5200 hectares.    

 

Figure 2 Discussions with fishing community and Port Authorities in Laem Chabang 

Coastal communities also elaborated on several other setbacks they faced. The 

unregulated marine pollution caused by the industries led to loss of biodiversity and vitality of 

the sea. Fish catch dropped, and fishing incomes reduced, while living costs increased due to 

gentrification of the area, many of the fishers are heavily indebted till today. Coastal 

communities’ fishing fleets have reduced to about 400 SSF boats, and some have diversified 

into bivalve culture and mariculture too.  

We were also informed that there have been a number of accidents like chemical 

explosion in 1999, sinking of container vessel with poisonous mineral ore in 2012, Coal fire 

on Barge in 2014, apart from numerous smaller oil spills and chemical leaks. Apart from these, 

unsafe shipping practices, oil and industrial discharge, air pollution, coastal erosion and 

accession were also reported leading to major respiratory illnesses among the coastal 

communities. Despite Laem Chabang port moving towards being certified as a ‘Green Port’, 

people contested that there is no regulatory mechanism to mitigate the marine pollution.  



As there was heavy opposition for the 

construction of phase 3 in the early 2000s, it got 

postponed but has now revived as phase 3 and 4 

plans under the EEC Programme. This was also 

resisted by the coastal communities as phase 3 

and 4 will obstruct the undercurrent and disrupt 

the natural food chain. The communities were 

forced to diversify into mussels’ culture, but with 

this expansion, even their existing right to access 

the mussels’ culture grounds will be quashed. 

Pak Bara Deepsea Transhipment Port 

We visited Pak Bara in Satun province of southern Thailand. This region lies within the 

UNESCO declared Satun GeoPark consisting of the Taru Tao National Park and the Mu Ko 

Phetra National Park. The government has proposed a Deepsea transhipment port at a site of 

25000 hectares in Pak Bara, as the western start of the Thai Land Bridge.  

 

 

 

 

 

During discussions with representatives of the coastal communities, they shared that 

they had an oral permission to fish for their livelihood in the National Park. They comply with 

ecosystem protection measures like restrictions on fishing gears, halting fishing around Taru 

Tao and Koh Lipe islands. 

 



They also supplement their income by having community led ecotourism activities, promoted 

by the National Park administration. We observed that most of the restaurants, homestays were 

owned and managed by the community. They mentioned that through its various community-

based organisations like the Save Pak Bara Network actively engages with several 

environmental works like reef restoration and seagrass cultivation.  

The deepsea transhipment port is part of a larger industrialisation plan for Southern Thailand 

which includes the Songkhla-Satun land bridge to create a new logistics route from the Indian 

Ocean (Andaman Sea) to the Gulf of Thailand, as well as the expansion of petrochemical and 

heavy industries37 on the coast of the Andaman Sea proposed over 31250 hectares of land 

which will result in eviction of the coastal communities from their habitats and resources. The 

Pak Bara Bay Network which is a people’s alliance is at present engaged in the campaign 

against deepsea transhipment port project. There is also objection from the National Park as 

well as subdistrict elected officials.  

Thus, these developments point to steady deregulation of environmental laws by not 

conducting appropriate public hearings and watering down EIA reports. Another feature is the 

shrinking power for local self-government. Fishers expressed that a shipping corridor along the 

western coast and the industrial zone will deny their access to coastal habitats and marine 

resources. Therefore, the megaprojects such as port, petrochemical hub, road and rail threaten 

the basic rights of the communities. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Interaction and FGD with Pak Bra National Park Officials and Representatives of Save Pak Bara Network 



Songkhla Deepsea Port Expansion 
We visited the Pak Phayun area in Phatthalung province on the banks of Songkhla lake and 

met members of community cooperatives and civil society groups there.  

 

Figure 4 Meeting with Songkhla lake communities 

Songkhla Lake is a massive lagoon covering 1040 sq.km. across Phattalung and Songkhla 

provinces in southern Thailand. It is the largest natural lake in Thailand. The northern part of 

the lake is a protected ecosystem under the Ramsar convention. The lake is comprised of an 

upper section (conservation), middle (fishing activities) and lower (port and industrial zones). 

Since 1990s, the inhabitants witnessed a sharp rise in commercial shrimp culture farms by 

fishers which led to innumerable negative environmental changes to the lake(Pornpinatepong 

et al, 2010)38. As a result of the damages to the lagoon ecosystem and their prime resource 

base, the fishers communities partnered the fisheries department to initiate community lake 

restoration programmes and regulatory mechanisms to protect the resources of the lake. 

However, they shared that commercial shrimp culture is still being carried out by private 

companies.   

In 1995, Songkhla deepsea port phase 1 was initiated over an area of 350 hectares at 

the mouth of the lake. This led to further ecological damage such as altered silting patterns, 

disruption to currents flowing into the lake, reduced area in mouth of the lake due to excess 

sedimentation, reduced nutrient flow to the sea, and biodiversity loss. Such changes to the 

ecosystem wreaked havoc on the capture fisheries of the lake dependent fishers. Several species 

of fish were disappearing and fish catch plummeted.  

It is in this context under Thailand 4.0, further industrialisation plans are afoot at 

Songkhla. The deepsea port phase 2 plans have been drawn up, proposed at a site just to the 

south of phase I. As shown in the map above, offshore oil and gas reserves have been explored 

with plans to form a Songkhla Energy Hub. As previously mentioned, Songkhla is the western 



end of the proposed Thai Land Bridge project. This is seen as the second wave of 

industrialisation in Songkhla.   

Fishers have previously faced negative 

consequences on livelihood from phase 1 of the 

port. Fishers have begun campaigning against the 

new wave of industrial projects under the banner of 

the Love Pak Phayun Fisherfolk Network, along 

with Pak Bara Network, including a 142 km human 

chain and walkathon against the projects. They 

have objected to the EIAs submitted so far and have 

demanded Cumulative Environmental and Health 

Impact Assessment. 

Thus, it is very evident that Songkhla deepsea port expansion will clearly externalise the local 

communities from their habitats and resources who were already the victims of infrastructure 

projects built in the zone. We can infer the legalisation of dispossession of resources and denial 

of livelihood rights. They will be the future economic migrants and remain as victims of 

development induced displacement.   

Also, the experiences we heard from all three communities corroborated our secondary 

literature about the environmental and social impacts on the coast and coastal communities. 

Our subsequent discussion with officials from the Department of Marine and Coastal 

Resources also reiterated it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS  
       From the analysis of primary and secondary data, it is clear that 3 series of industrial and 

infrastructural growth resulted in severe ecological implications on the coast ranging from 30% 

erosion of the coasts39, 78% degradation of coral reefs40, 50% destruction of mangroves and 

4% destruction of seagrass41. This has led to depletion of fish stocks, loss of biodiversity. In 

addition to this, there is an increasing scale of displacement of coastal communities and most 

importantly, the market-oriented growth model of BE has legally legitimised the dispossession 

of customary rights over coastal and ocean commons through the Thailand 4.0 growth vision. 

This observation is substantiated by our case studies, secondary data.  

The significant revelation of the National Marine Fisheries Management Plan is that they are 

deliberately excluded from the registration of SSF boats. In addition to SSF, there is further 

marginalisation of other strata of commercial fishers where the plan document describes the 

criteria for availing licence to fish in their own territorial waters which is a blatant violation of 

livelihood rights and deliberate externalisation from SSF to the next strata of commercial 

fishers. Thus Thailand is another example for capital accumulation of global corporates from 

US, China, EU, Japan, India where there is more and more centralisation of governance at the 

national and global levels.          

Our case studies have clearly brought out the following implications experienced by the coastal 

communities –  

➔ Deepsea container port of Laem Chabang has already displaced the communities, 

denied their livelihood rights and at present, they are facing multiple threats of eviction 

due to expansion of deepsea container port under BE. The diversified avenues for 

livelihood, in the form of mariculture practice, shoreline fishing within 5 Nm will be 

slowly taken away by the industrialisation of the coasts and oceans under BE through 

port led growth. 

➔ For the promotion of National Park (MPA) and GeoPark recognised by UNESCO as 

world heritage site, the government declared fishing grounds of the fishers which was 

enjoyed as a customary right for their livelihood as a part of the National Park, and have 

allowed fishers to engage in joint management of resources. Subsequently, the 

proposed deepsea transhipment port at Pak Bara will not only appropriate community 

owned coastal lands in a larger way, but will deny their existing diversified livelihood 

avenues because the Second National Tourism Development Plan clearly articulates the 

shift from community managed tourism to commercial tourism. 



➔ Promotion of Food Processing Zones, industrial shrimp culture and port construction 

in the southern end of Songkhla lagoon have not only polluted the flora and fauna but 

it had serious implications on the fish catch, reduction in income, where the community 

took a proactive role in restoring the resources after closure of polluting shrimp farms.  

➔ The proposed expansion of the deepsea port, establishment of energy hub, Thai Land 

bridge project and Thai Canal will have serious implications on the physical boundary 

of Thailand, linking the canal on the eastern and western side to the sea will have 

changes in the underwater current, shift in species movement, disruption in food chain, 

change in direction of oceanic current, thus leading to macro level threats to coastal and 

marine ecosystem.  

The different levels of social, economic, ecological and political implications of BE within the 

fishing community can thus be summarised as follows: 

Socio-Economic Implications 
BE growth model is in the process of legitimising the dispossession of customary rights 

of the traditional SSF and women over coastal and ocean commons. The government is legally 

opting for rehabilitating the coastal communities into new settlements. In all the three areas 

visited by the research team, the team observed that the women were contributing to the family 

income by engaging in micro entrepreneurship activities. 

Ecological Implications 
The massive constructions planned along the coasts alters the coastal morphology, the water 

current and nutrient flows into the coast and lagoons, availability of fish stock, species 

diversity. Further, the cyclic changes in the ocean ecology leads to climate change, extreme 

weather events on the coast, ocean acidification and sea level rise, with serious implications on 

loss of livelihood, displacement and physical security of the coastal communities. These 

implications are not considered seriously by advocates and policy makers of blue economy.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



The expansion of the Laem Chabang deepsea transhipment port is located close to the Ranong 

Seismic Fault Zone (Pongvithayapanu et al, 2015)42, is a potential threat to ecosystem and 

humanity due to the development induced disaster due to large scale construction and land 

reclamation adding vulnerability of the communities to disasters and displacement.  

The construction of the Thai/Kra canal will not only split the country into two segments, but 

also will completely alter the coast and ocean space for not just Thailand, but for the entire 

region. The Thai Land Bridge currently being implemented also has massive implications. On 

the west coast, the Pak Bara deepsea port will destroy the island ecosystem of Koh Lipe and 

Tarutao, and the expansion of the Songkhla port will further devastate the lagoon ecosystem of 

Songkhla lake.  

Political Implications 
BE growth model of Thailand is being implemented through deregulation of environmental 

laws, legislations related to land rights, property rights to promote foreign direct investment. A 

nation with a history of never being colonised is now controlled by the global powers through 

denial of devolution of powers between the central and the local government and more and 

more centralisation of powers.  

The concept of multistakeholderism is not a legalised approach, but is an institutionalised 

practice by the government machinery where people are forced to accept the alternate reality 

in the name of BE. The power between right holders and duty bearers cannot operate on the 

principle of equality and natural justice, but unfortunately, multistakeholderism is being 

advocated by UN organisations like FAO, UNCTAD, UNDP and other UN bodies. Thailand 

is one of the nations which has taken the goal of achieving Sustainable Development, especially 

SDG Goal 14. Ironically, the principles ensured under SDG 14 and SDG 9 - Right to Dignity, 

Right to Livelihood, Right to Reparation are all denied by the growth model of BE.  

 

 

 

 



V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions 
The analysis of Thailand 4.0 discloses that the BE strategy is accepted for their export 

led growth. The vision document claims prosperity, security and sustainability. But the 

narratives by the fishers evidences the opposite of the above claim. As the study is only 

exploratory in nature, in-depth research on the findings need to be carried out. The 

financialisation and commodification of coastal and ocean commons in the name of BE will 

not only eliminate the marginalised sectors, but wipe out the entire humanity over a period of 

time.  

Thailand’s ambitious and visionary project of Thai canal supporting the Maritime silk 

route of China will lead to undefined magnitudes of disastrous consequences on the entire 

humanity and biosphere.  

Recommendations 
1. Deregulating laws such as the EEC Act and Section 44 of the NCPO Act need to be 

reviewed and redrafted, as it violates fundamental human rights of the affected 

communities. 

2. The prevailing customary rights for SSF must be recognised though registration of boats 

under the Marine Fisheries Management Policy 2015 must be redefined, and welfare 

entitlements as guaranteed by the UNCLOS must be ensured through legislative measures. 

3. Current moves towards centralisation of powers needs to be democratised. Devolution of 

powers to Sub-district and local self-governments should be restored. And their ratification 

should be mandatory for permitting any proposed projects.     
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